
03.B.2. How to Use the Question Bank /
Assessment Builder

Click here to view the Help Video

Using questions that are already created can save a significant amount of time when creating
assessments. eDoctrina offers numerous question banks to alleviate the task of creating an entire
assessment from scratch. Each district will have a question bank that contains all visible questions
created within the district as well as the "eDoctrina Free Items" question bank that contains
thousands of pre-loaded questions. There is also the opportunity make other question banks
available, but this varies by district.

The Question Bank can be accessed when creating an assessment or from within the1.
Assessment Editor for a specific assessment.

The “Questions Bank” screen will open as a result. If question have already been added to an2.
assessment they will display on the pane to the left. When questions are added from the
question bank, they will display over here. The order can be modified by clicking and dragging
the question amongst the list.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CccZ4aRRKwk


NOTE: Return back to the Assessment Editor anytime by clicking the  button in
the top right.

Finding questions using the Filters3.

IMPORTANT: Selecting fewer filters will return more results.

: The Simple Search should be used to return the most results. It allows
users to search all test banks for questions that are a specific Subject or Grade. There
is also an option to search for Key Words that are contained within the attached
learning standards as well as the question body.

NOTE: Select or enter all fields then select the  button to update the displayed
list.

: The Advanced Search provides many more filters allowing users to
search for questions using more distinct attributes. If the Simple Search is returning too



many questions, it is a good idea to try the advanced search to find questions that match
a more specific criteria. The advanced search allows users to filter by a specific Question
Bank or Standard Set. The option to filter by Grade and Subject exists on this screen as
well. It is also possible to search for questions that exist within a specific assessment. If
only some basic information is known about a specific question, it is possible to use the
Advanced Search (by keyword or string of characters) to identify questions that contain
characters within the entered in either the Question, Answer, Standards, Passage,
and/or Tags.

Manipulate the filters at the top of the page to locate particular questions. Be careful not
to over-utilize the filters because only questions that fit the exact filters will display in
the list.

Click on the more filters button to search for questions created by a certain user or find
questions that have been tagged with supplementary metadata.

NOTE: There may be several sets of questions that appear in the “Question District/Set”
pull-down. Among them may be regional and/or district-specific banks or even add-on
banks such as “Examgen” or "NWEA Formative Assessment Item Bank." There is also a
keyword search option in which particular words or phrases that a teacher wishes to
assess can be entered.

When a desired question is located, users can simply drag it from right to left into the white4.
bars that correspond to each assessment question. Double click the question to add the
question to the end of the assessment.

This screen automatically saves its changes. When finished, simply close the "Question5.

Bank" browsing tab or click the  button to go back to the assessment editor.



How to Use the Question Bank's Advanced Search Feature
Unlike many other modules within eDoctrina, the question bank offer an extra "Advanced" search
filter to help locate questions within the database. This allows users to quickly locate individual
questions or passages by searching the characters contained within the body of the question, the
entered responses, or the Question ID #.

NOTE: The above image is from the Question Bank module located under the Assessments menu in
the navigation bar. The search filters are the same as displayed earlier.

To get the maximum utility of the "Advanced" search feature, it is important to know some of the
operators that can be used to hone in on a specific question.

Search without operators
If you have multiple words in a search, it will look for content that contains any of those words. For
example, if you search for: red apple

The following items would be found:
    "I would like to have a red apple"
    "He likes red shoes"
    "Mother makes the best apple pie"

Search with " operator
Using " " at the beginning and end of a search will allow you to look for an exact word. For example,
if you search for: "apple pie"

The following items would be found.
    "I like apple pie"
    "Apple pie is great"

That search would NOT find:
    "I would like an apple and a piece of pie"
    "apple and pear pie"

Search with + operator
If you only want content that contains both the words red AND apple, you must use a + symbol



before each word. For example, if you search for: +red +apple

The following items would be found:
    "I would like to have a red apple"
    "The red dog ate an apple"
    "apples are often red"

That search would NOT find:
    "The red pear is juicy"
    "I would like a yellow apple"

Search with * operator
If you wanted to search for a portion of a word only, use an * at the end of the word. For example, if
you search for: appl*

The following items would be found:
    "I like apples"
    "Applesauce"
    "I need new appliances"

Search with - operator
Using a - will exclude selected words from a search. For example, if you search for: -apple pie

The following items would be found.
    "I like cherry pie"
    "Pear pie is great"

That search would NOT find:
    "I would like an apple and a piece of pie"
    "apple and pear pie"


